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t]yç: Ûey]: ˜dõd−n]sy] sÅD¶ B]v]it] hIy]tà aTÅ*t]/ y] [p—eýy]: v³NÆtà ||
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Ûey]‘õ p—†y]‘õ m]n¶Sy]\ At]: tè s]mp]rIty] iv]iv]n]i• DÆrõ: |
Ûeyç ihõ DÆrõ: aiB] p—ýey]sç v³NÆtà p—†yç m]ndõ: yçg]ÜàmÅt]/ v³NÆtà ||
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s] tv]\ ip—ýyÅn]/ ip—ýy]ÐpÅ\‘õ ä−mÅn]/ aiB]DyÅy]n]/ n]ic]ä†tç aty]sˆÅÜÆ:|
nðtÅ\ s³¬−\ iv]–]m]y]I \avÅpt]: y]syÅ\ m]Ë]int] b]hõvç m]n¶Sy]]: ||

2-3

dUrõmàtà iv]p]rItà iv]S½cÆ aiv]§− yÅ c] iv]§− wit] #ÅtÅ |
iv]§]õBÆips]n]\ n]ic]ä†t]s]\ m]nyà n] tvÅ ä−mÅ: b]hõv]: alçl¶p]nt] ||

2-4

As we saw last time, the first section of this Upanishad concluded with the statement

yç%y]\ v]ro g½Zõm]n¶p—ýiv]Sqo nÅny]\ t]smÅt]/ n]ic]ä†tÅ v³NÆtà |

1 - 29

v]rõ relating to the inscrutable ˜tmÅ, apart from ˜tm]iv]§− - knowledge
about ˜tmÅ, Nachiketa does not ask for any other v]rõ from Lord y]m]. Nachiketa's
insistence on ˜tm] #Ån]\ - Knowledge of ˜tmÅ for the third v]rõ is not due to his
adamance, but it is due to his iv]vàäý b¶i£õ, his vy]v]sÅyÅitm]ä− b¶i£õ (G 2-4), his
cultivated well ascertained mind and b¶i£õ with respect to gaining ˜tm] #Ån]\ as his
overriding goal in life. Lord y]m] is therefore very pleased to discover that Nachiketa is
indeed an aiD]ä−irõ, and he is indeed a worthy disciple for him to teach ˜tm]iv]§−.
Apart from this

y]m] now begins his teachings with an Introduction to Vedanta, which
takes the extraordinary form of giving generous compliments to Nachiketa for his iv]vàäý
b¶i£õ, and firmly rooted and unshakable commitment to the pursuit of ˜tm] #Ån]\, and
Accordingly, Lord

thereby welcoming Nachiketa as a worthy disciple for his teachings.
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Through such introduction to Vedanta, Lord

˜tm] #Ån]\

y]m]

- Self Knowledge as worthy of emulation by all seekers of

Throughout this Upanishad, Lord

y]m]

Ûõ£− in
b—ýÀõiv]§−.

also commends Nachiketa's

uses simple looking words to communicate

messages of profound significance - We must listen to understand. This is how Lord y]m]
opens his discourse on Vedanta:

any]t]/ Ûey]: any]t]/ [tðv] p—†y]: tà [Bà nÅnÅTà * p¶ÎS]< is]nÆt]: |
t]yç: Ûey]: ˜dõd−n]sy] sÅD¶ B]v]it] hIy]tà aTÅ*t]/ y] [ p—†y]: v³NÆtà ||

2-1

y]m]'s discourse on b—ýÀõiv]§− starts with a clear statement on p¶ÎSÅT]* - the goal of
human existence. Lord y]m] says:
Lord

any]t]/ Ûey]: any]t]/ [t] Av] p—†y]:
Ûey]: any]t]/ Av] - Indeed, Ûey]s]/ is distinctly different and
p—†y]: [t] (=aip]) any]t]/ Av], p—†y]s]/ is also distinctly different
Ûey]s]/ and p—†y]s]/ are mutually exclusive, one different from the other, each leading to
different ends.
Now, what is

p—†y]s]/

and what is

Ûey]s]/

? Every person naturally seeks happiness. All

endeavours for gaining happiness are grouped under four broad headings, namely

aT]*, ä−m] and mçÜ] as p¶ÎSÅTÅ* s - as "Goals of human existence"

D]m]*,

D]m]*, aT]*, ä−m], pursuits - which means happiness gained
through living a life governed by D]m]* - propriety, law and order, aT]* - gaining wealth of
all kinds through proper and legitimate means, and ä−m] - accomplishing one's objects
of desire, again through proper and legitimate means, such D]m]*, aT]*, ä−m] pursuits of
happiness are, together called the pursuit of p—†y]s]/ or simply p—†y]s]/ in life, which means
äýt³*tv]\ and Bçäý/t³tv]\ - doing äým]*s and enjoying äým]* ’ýl]s.
Happiness gained through

p—†y]s]/ means ip—ýy]t]rõ\ - that which brings a sense of pleasure for the time being. That
pleasure is however a temporary one, and hence it can never give any sense of total
fulfillment in life.
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On the other hand, Ûey]s]/ is the pursuit of mçÜ] - the p]rõm]

p¶ÎSÅT]* - The supreme Goal of
Life, which is total fulfillment in life, independent of any äým]* or äým]* ’ýl], Absolute
Happiness, never subject to change, gained through äým]*yçg] b¶i£õ and #Ån] l]Ü]N] Wìv]rõ
B]i•, as we have learnt from the B]g]v]t]/ gÆtÅ.
äým]* and äým]* ’ýl], every person, from the moment
of birth, finds oneself naturally in the pursuit of p—†y]s]/ - transient happiness, by every
Since every human being is born of

means available to oneself. Only when the person grows up to sufficient maturity in
mind and b¶i£õ that p—†y]s]/, as a goal of life, becomes meaningless and one deliberately
resorts to Ûey]s]/ as one's overriding goal of life.
Lord y]m] points out here:

any]t]/ Ûey]: any]t]/ [t] Av] p—†y]:
Ûey]s]/ and p—†y]s]/ are mutually exclusive and distinctly different from each other. One
cannot gain Ûey]s]/ through p—†y]s]/. Simply by living a life of D]m]*, aT]*, ä−m] pursuits one
cannot gain mçÜ]. Ûey]s]/ and p—†y]s]f/ are mutually exclusive, one different from the other,
which means that they mutually lead to divergent ends. Yet

tà [Bà nÅnÅTà * p¶ÎS]< is]nÆt]:
tà [Bà - both of them
nÅnÅTà *- leading to divergent ends as they do,
p¶ÎS]> is]nÆt]: - bind the person in whichever pursuit the person is in.
p¶ÎS]\ refers to the person in the pursuit of p—†y]s]/ and p¶ÎS‰ refers to the person in the
pursuit of Ûey]s]/. Lord y]m] says "Both p—†y]s]/ and Ûey]s]/, each leading to different ends,
bind the person in either pursuit. The person in the pursuit of p—†y]s]/ - pursuit of transient
happiness, gets bound to p—†y]s]/ and the person in the pursuit of Ûey]s]/ - gets bound to
Ûey]s]/ - pursuit of total fulfillment in life.
The bondage here arises from one's

sv]BÅv]

- the impelling force within the person

which makes the person remain in, or resort to, one or the other pursuit –
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Ûey]s]/,

according to one's own mental disposition. Since Ûey]s]/ and p—†y]s]/ lead to
opposite ends, if a person is in one of them, he is automatically away from the other.
Pursuit of p—†y]s]/ is bondage to äým]* and äým]* ’ýl], governed by one's r−g]-©eS] forces forces of likes and dislikes, leading ultimately to repeated births and deaths. Whereas

Ûey]s]/ is commitment to äým]* yçg] b¶i£õ and #Ån] l]Ü]N] Wìv]rõ B]i•, leading
ultimately to mçÜ] - total release from birth and death.
pursuit of

tà [Bà nÅnÅTà * p¶ÎS‰ is]nÆt]: - Both p—†y]s]/ and Ûey]s]/, each leading to divergent ends,
bind a person in either pursuit. Every person has a choice between, and only between,

p—†y]s]/ and Ûey]s]/ governing one's life. One can choose to remain in p—†y]s]/, or reject
p—†y]s]/ and take to Ûey]s]/ as one's way of life. But one cannot simultaneously be in the
pursuits of both p—†y]s]/ and Ûey]s]/ at the same time.
p—†y]s]/

is

aiv]§− Ðp]\.

it is the form of one's ignorance of

˜tmÅ

- one's inability to

Ûey]s]/ is iv]§− Ðp]\. It is the form of ˜tm] #Ån]\
- Self Knowledge. Since aiv]§− and iv]§− are opposed to each other, p—†y]s]/ and Ûey]s]/
are also opposed to each other. Therefore Lord y]m] says:

recognize the true nature of oneself, and

t]yç: Ûey]: ˜dõd−n]sy] sÅD¶ B]v]it]
t]yç: - Of the two
Ûey]: ˜dõd−n]sy] - the one who has undertaken the pursuit of Ûey]s]/, deliberately
rejecting the pursuit of p—†y]s]/ , that person
sÅD¶ B]v]it] - becomes a sÅD¶. That person was not a sÅD¶ before, while he was in the
pursuit of p—†y]s]/. But after becoming committed to the pursuit of Ûey]s]/, that person
progressively evolves into a sÅD¶. The person becomes the very embodiment of
auspiciousness and purity p½N]* b—ýÀõ #Ån]\, Wìv]rõ #Ån]\, ˜tm] #Ån]\, leading ultimately to
mçÜ] - total fulfillment in life. On the other hand
hIy]tà aTò}]*t]/ y]: [ p—†y]: v³NÆtà
y]: p—†y]: v³NÆtà - the one who chooses to continue to remain in p—†y]s]/, the one who
chooses to live in the pursuit of transient pleasures as one's way of life, the one who is
overpowered by aiv]§õ
Katopanishad
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[ - certainly
aTÅ*t]/ hIy]tà - falls away from the true goal of life, the supreme goal of life, which is
Ûey]s]/ - mçÜ] - total fulfillment in life.
That person who chooses to remain bound to p—†y]s]/, completely misses one's
opportunity to achieve total fulfillment in life, which is possible only by the pursuit of

Ûey]s]/, so says Lord y]m].
If both Ûey]s]/ - the path leading to mçÜ], and p—†y]s]/ - the path leading to only transient
pleasures in life, are open to every person, then why do most people in the world stick
to p—†y]s]/ only, and do not seek Ûey]s]/ ? The reason is, both Ûey]s]/ and p—†y]s]/ appear
together in daily life, as though they are inter-mixed, and most people do not have the
b¶i£õ, mature, disciplined, cultivated enough to discriminate between them with respect to
means and ends. Consequently, only those few, who have the capacity for such
discrimination, reject

p—†y]s]/ and choose Ûey]s]/. The others stick to p—†y]s]/ for the sake of

yçg] Üàm] - which means they are interested only in acquisition and preservation of their
material needs for their continued worldly life. Lord y]m] gives this message in the next
verse.

Ûey]‘õ/ p—†y]‘õ m]n¶Sy]\ At]: tè s]mp]rIty] iv]iv]n]i• DÆrõ: |
Ûeyç ihõ DÆrõ: aiB] p—†y]sç v³NÆtà p—†yç m]ndõ: yçg]ÜàmÅt]/ v³NÆtà ||

2-2

Ûey]: c] p—†y]: c] m]n¶Sy]\ At]:
Ûey]: c] p—†y]: c] - Both Ûey]s]/ and p—†y]s]/ together
m]n¶Sy]\ At]: - reach a person, come to a person. The pursuit of p—†y]s]/ and the pursuit of
Ûey]s]/ are both available for every person. Every person is free to choose either Ûey]s]/
pursuit of mçÜ] - total fulfillment in life or p—†y]s]/ pursuits of various kinds of pleasures transient happiness in life.
For one who has not cultivated

iv]vàäý b¶i£õ,

the capacity for discrimination through

enquiry, analysis and clarity of understanding with respect to means and ends,

Ûey]s]/

p—†y]s]/, appear to be so intermixed that one thinks that the pursuit of p—†y]s]/ leads to
Ûey]s]/, which is impossible. One can never get total fulfillment in life through pursuits of
various kinds of transient pleasures in life. One needs wisdom, one needs iv]vàäý b¶i£ to
and

recognize this fact. Therefore, the Upanishad says:
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tè s]mp]rIty] iv]iv]n]i• DÆrõ:
DÆrõ: - A DÆmÅn]/ - s]\säët] b¶i£õmÅn]/ - A wise person, the one who has iv]vàäý b¶i£õ, the
one whose b¶i£õ has undergone the discipline of gaining clarity of understanding and
vision, that person

tè s]mp]rIty] - properly analyzing and clearly understanding the nature and implications
of both Ûey]s]/ and p—†y]s]/
tè iv]iv]n]i• - he separates, he distinguishes clearly in his mind and b¶i£õ what is Ûey]s]/
and what is p—†y]s]/, and then
Ûeyç ihõ DÆrõ: aiB] p—†y]sç v³NÆtà DÆrõ: - that DÆrõ p¶ÎS], that wise person
ihõ - naturally, indeed
aiB]v³NÆtà Ûey]: p—†y]s]: - chooses deliberately, enthusiastically and unhesitatingly (aiB]v³NÆtà ) the pursuit of Ûey]s]/ instead of p—†y]s]/, rejecting p—†y]s]/ as one's overriding Goal
of Life.
Having clearly understood the nature and implications of the pursuits of Ûey]s]/ and p—†y]s]/,

iv]vàäý b¶i£õ, naturally, deliberately,
enthusiastically and unhesitatingly chooses the pursuit of Ûey]s]/ in preference to p—†y]s]/

a

DÆr:

- a wise person, the one who has

as one's overriding Goal of Life. On the other hand

p—†yç m]ndõ: yçg]ÜàmÅt]/ v³NÆtà
m]ndõ: - the one who has only m]ndõ b¶i£õ, the one who
uncultivated b¶i£õ, the one whose b¶i£õ has not undergone

has only

as]\säët] b¶i£õ,

the discipline of enquiry,
analysis and clarity of vision, the one who lacks discrimination, such a person
p—†y]: v³NÆtà - chooses the pursuit of p—†y]s]/ for one's way of life. Why? Because

yçg]ÜàmÅt]/ -

that person is interested only in yçg] Üàm], which means the pursuits of
acquisition and preservation of one's material needs of worldly life. He cannot think of

m]ndõ b¶i£õ – uncultivated b¶i£õ,
simply does not understand clearly the nature and implications of Ûey]s]/ and p—†y]s]/. He
anything higher. That shows that the one who has only

is still immature, and he has to grow up before he becomes fit for the pursuit of total
fulfillment in life.
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y]m] continues:

s] tv]\, ip—ýyÅn]/ ip—ýy]ÐpÅ\‘õ ä−mÅn]/ aiB]DyÅy]n]/ n]ic]ä†tç aty]sˆ]]ÜÆ: |
n]EtÅ\ s³¬−\ iv]–]m]y]I\ avÅpt]: y]syÅ\ m]Ë]int] b]hõvç m]n¶SyÅ: ||

2-3

n]ic]ä†t]: - O! Nachiketa
s]: tv]\ - You are that kind of a person. What kind?
ip—ýyÅn]/ ip—ýy]ÐpÅn]/ c] ä−mÅn]/ aiB]DyÅy]n]/ aty]sˆÅÜÆ: - Even though you were tempted
by me, again and again, by offering you
ip—ýyÅn]/ ä−mÅn]/ - various commonly sought objects of desire such as long and healthy
life, wealth of all kinds, vast kingdom on earth, children, grandchildren, etc., and also
ip—ýy]ÐpÅn]/ ä−mÅn]/ c] - pleasures of various kinds involving celestial girls, heavenly
chariots, music, dance, entertainment, etc., still
aiB]DyÅy]n]/ - not being infatuated by any of them, but clearly analyzing and
understanding their real worth and their limitations and fully recognizing their ephemeral
nature
aty]sˆ]]ÜÆ: - you rejected every one of them. You renounced all of them which were
within your reach
s]: tv]\ - Such a person you are. You are indeed a wise and intelligent person. It may
have been easy for you to do what you did, but that is not easy for most people,
because most do not recognize Ûey]s]/, and waste their lives in the pursuit of
seeking transient wealth and ephemeral pleasures throughout their lives.

p—†y]s]/,

n] AtÅ\ s³¬−\ iv]–]m]yÆ\ avÅpt]:
n] avÅpt]: - You have not taken
AtÅ\ iv]–]m]yÆ\ s³¬−\ - that endless

road leading nowhere, that endless path of
ephemeral wealth and pleasures, commonly resorted to by ignorant people
y]syÅ\ m]Ë]int] b]hõvç m]n¶SyÅ: - in which way of life many people get drowned, and come
to grief. After due deliberation, you have wisely renounced the pursuit of
pursuit of everything that is

p—†y]s]/,

the

ain]ty]\ - transient existence, and you have wisely chosen

Ûey]s]/ - That which is Eternal Existence. What a wise person you are! So
exclaims Lord y]m] in appreciation of the glory of Nachiketa's wisdom.

the pursuit of

We may recall here the words of Sri Krishna singing the glory of such wisdom.
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x]ÃotÆhEv] y]: sçZu\ p—−äý/ x]rIrõ iv]mçÜ]NÅt]/ |
ä−m] ßoDç¤õv]\ vàg]\ s] y¶•: s] s¶KÆ n]rõ: ||

G 5-23

ä−m] desires, the tendency to
go after transient pleasures, and ßoD] - the anger born of non-fulfillment of such ä−m]
desires, the one who is able to control the power of such ä−m], ßoD] forces, all through
one's life, only that person is a y¶•:, s¶KÆ, n]rõ:. Only that person knows the art of
The one who is able to control the power of the forces of

living, can discover happiness in oneself, and is fit to be called a human being.
Thus Lord

y]m] is now satisfied that Nachiketa is a proper aiD]ä−irõ, fit for receiving the

knowledge he is seeking. Confirming this conclusion, Lord y]m] says:

dUrõmàtà iv]p]rItà iv]S½cÆ aiv]§− y]] c] iv]§− wit] #ÅtÅ |
iv]§−B]Iips]n]\ n]ic]ä†t]s]\ m]nyà n] tv]] ä−mÅ: b]hõv]: alçl¶p]nt] ||
dUrõ\ Atà iv]p]rItà iv]S½cÆ
Atà -These two, namely Ûey]s]/ and p—†y]s]/
dUrõ\ Atà - these two remain far apart, far

2-4

distant from each other. It is not merely a

matter of physical distance, but they are
iv]p]rItà - mutually exclusive, mutually contradictory, mutually opposed to each other
like light and darkness, because they are of the nature of
discriminate and inability to discriminate. Further

iv]S½cÆ -

iv]vàäý and aiv]vàäý - ability to

s]\sÅrõ het¶. It
serves to keep the person in s]\sÅrõ - in the world of birth and death – s¶K] and du:K] perpetual discontent, whereas Ûey]s]/ is mçÜ]het¶. It serves as the means for one's
emancipation from s]\sÅrõ. It leads to mçÜ] - total fulfillment in life.
they have divergent paths, leading to opposite ends.

p—†y]s]/

is

aiv]§− yÅ c] iv]§− wit] #ÅtÅ
yÅ #ÅtÅ - These two, namely Ûey]s]/ and p—†y]s]/ are well known and well-understood by
truly learned people as (wit])
iv]§]õ aiv]§]õ c] - as iv]§− - knowledge and
aiv]§− - ignorance
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y]m] identifies Ûey]s]/ with iv]§−, meaning ˜tm] iv]§− - Self-knowledge and p—†y]s]/
with aiv]§−, meaning Self ignorance. Self-ignorance is not the ordinary ignorance of
Lord

facts and formulae, but it is spiritual blindness, which cannot recognize the most primary
datum of all personal experiences, namely the SELF.

aiv]§− - self-ignorance, the
world of darkness described in the WxÅvÅsy] [p]in]S]t]/ as as¶yÅ* nÅm] tà lçä−: anDàn]
t]m]sÅ ˜v³tÅ:. The path of aiv]§− - spiritual blindness, leads to bondage, to the finite
everchanging world, and the path of iv]§− - self knowledge leads to the infinite eternal
"I know everything about myself except myself" - that is

changeless world of oneself.
After identifying Ûey]s]/ and p—†y]s]/ with iv]§− and

aiv]§−, Lord y]m] says:

iv]§−Bi]ips]t]\ n]ic]ä†t]s]\ m]nyà
n]ic]ä†t]s]\ (tvÅ\ ahõ\) m]ny]e iv]§− aBÆips]t]\ - I consider you, Nachiketa, as iv]§−
aBÆips]t]\ - as a true lover of iv]§−, as a true seeker of ˜tm]iv]§− - Self Knowledge,
because

n] tvÅ ä−mÅ: b]hõv]: alçl¶p]nt]
b]hõv]: ä−mÅ: - the very many objects of desire, pleasure and enjoyment which attract the
mind and b¶i£õ of people in the pursuit of p—†y]s]/
tvÅ\ n] alçl¶p]nt] - did not shake, confuse and distract your mind and b¶i£õ from your
firm pursuit of Ûey]s]/ - pursuit of ˜tm] iv]§−.
b¶i£õ an appropriate receptacle, a proper container, a proper
[pÅiD] for receiving and holding ˜tm] #Ån]\ - Self Knowledge that you seek.
Therefore, I consider your

Lord y]m] 's Introduction to Vedanta continues, which we will see next time.
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